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1. INTRODUCTION  
The UK National Parks’ Conference 2022 was hosted by Exmoor National Park Authority 
from the 27 to 29 September. It was generously sponsored by the Dextra Group PLC and 
brought together over 130 participants in total representing Members, Chief Executives 
and senior staff from all 15 of the UK National Parks alongside representatives from 
Government and partner organisations.   

It was the first such gathering in 3 years and provided an important opportunity to 
regather, stepping aside from the day-to-day pressures, and to think strategically about 
the work of the National Parks.  

When our National Parks were founded 70 years ago it was in response to a time of great 
national need following two world wars. The conference theme, ‘What does the nation 
need from National Parks today?’ provided an opportunity to reconsider the role of 
National Parks in response to current global challenges including the impact of Covid-19, 
the growing climate and nature crises, and cost of living challenges.   

Speakers, primarily drawn from outside of the National Park ‘family’ were invited to give 
their views on the conference theme, focusing on 4 key challenges:  

    l Nature recovery  
    l Climate change  
    l Landscapes for all  
    l Green economic recovery  

In addition to plenary sessions, based in the medieval village of Dunster a whole day of 
study tours, sponsored by the Ordnance Survey, provided delegates with the opportunity 
to meet a wide range of local communities, businesses, and partner organisations within 
Exmoor to share best practice and consider together the conference theme. A panel 
session on the final day gave an opportunity to reflect on what had been heard, seen, 
discovered and experienced. Participants were able to collectively consider the vital role 
National Parks should play in supporting the health and wellbeing of the nation in the 21st 
century.  

This report is intended to give a snapshot of the conference only. Find more at 
www.exmoor-nationalpark.gov.uk/conf22 including:  

    l Audio recordings of the main plenary sessions, including the panel discussion.  
    l A short highlight video with speaker and delegate views   

You can also search the hashtag #NPUKConf for associated social media posts. 
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2. CONFERENCE SUMMARY  
FROM KEME NZEREM, FACILITATOR  

Our conference facilitator, award winning journalist and keen 
outdoorsman, Keme Nzerem, shares his summary of the conference:  

The National Parks community is well versed in the practical and policy 
details of how our protected landscapes can help the UK make progress 
on many strategic goals - including but not limited to the conference themes:  

    l Nature recovery  
    l Climate change  
    l Landscapes for all  
    l Green economic recovery  

The conference study tours and speakers all explored elements of these hugely important 
subjects, which I won’t go into in depth here.   

The conference format encouraged active learning and sharing of the Parks’ collective 
expertise. As a keen and engaged member of the protected landscapes community, it was 
energising and exciting to witness and take part in these discussions. Words and phrases 
like “radical nature recovery”, “partners in aspiration”, “demonstrate what can be achieved”, 
“support local economies and communities”, “respect and reflect cultural differences 
between National Parks” threaded passion and belief through our 3 days of discussion and 
thought leadership.  
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But I was also curious to hear - as a newcomer to more technocratic discussions around 
Parks’ operations and governance - how nervous the Parks are as a collective entity to use 
a collective brand to influence policy discussions.  

UK National Parks’ Chair Di Clements said in her opening address: “We need to capture the 
spirit we saw during covid and show what National Parks mean for the nation today”.   

How do the National Parks do this most effectively?  

On one level this is practical. Nick Giles of Ordnance Survey noted that “National Parks are 
gateways to the outdoors and this comes with responsibility. We need to break down 
barriers ‒ provide accessible routes, train people in map reading skills and build the 
knowledge and confidence to unlock the outdoors for more people”.  

But the strategic challenge before Parks is ultimately about leadership and influence.   

Emma Davies, Nature Based Solutions partnership lead at Palladium, and Naomi Conway, 
Development Director at National Parks Partnerships said “The nation needs National Parks to 
be bolder and show leadership at the national level to address the nature and climate crises”.  

The Westminster politics of the days preceding the conference highlighted the strategic 
need for the protected landscapes community to understand and leverage its influence, if 
it is to make the most of its considerable expertise, and capabilities.  

Much of this influencing currently takes place quietly, without a strong public facing stance. 
There are many reasons for this, not least the increasingly perilous public funding situation. 
Leaders are evidently and understandably nervous about saying the wrong thing. 

But with respect to Welsh and Scottish colleagues, who on the face of it are not affected 
by potentially tricky relationships between the English National Parks and the Westminster 
government, there’s a strong argument for the entire National Parks community to 
develop a more visible, intentional and potentially muscular “brand”. The last few weeks 
have seen many independent charities like the RSPB and The National Trust take very 
challenging public stances on recent apparent changes to government policy. These 
organisations are obviously very different entities to the National Parks - but what 
opportunity does this open up?  

There is potentially a clear space here for the National Parks and wider protected landscapes 
community to act as an independent “fact checking” voice, mapping the projected impact 
of social, economic and policy changes against longer term strategic goals. And to enter the 
public discussion with one voice explaining in accessible, transparent and non judgemental 
terms the real world impact of policy changes on long term strategy.   

New policy always sits on a timeline of historic policy, which sits against measured 
progress. Being a respected voice that explains and highlights these trends might help 
bring clarity and visibility to the brand, without risking political retribution.  
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The National Parks’ influence and impact are themes that have been explored in 
significant detail by Julian Glover in his review of Protected Landscapes in England.  

The fragmented nature of National Parks’ decision making is well documented. Julian 
repeated his belief that the Parks Community needs to find ways to speak to the bigger 
picture: “National Parks are locally based but need to work together for something bigger. 
We need collective action to demonstrate solutions... The National Parks movement needs 
to look up and out, and join things up”.  

On a community and participation level this means involving and empowering a wider 
range of people who might want to access National Parks’ landscapes and experiences.  

Exmoor Young Rangers Billy and Logan told the conference that for young people this is 
about more than just representation - and should include longer term commitments 
enabling activism, and pursuing green careers. Providing sustainable transport would 
make a big impact too.   

Soraya Abdel-Hadi - founder of All the Elements - explained in great detail how Protected 
Landscapes belong to everyone, yet many people face both hard and soft barriers to 
enjoying the great outdoors. How do we make National Parks safe, attractive and 
welcoming for all UK communities? Soraya outlined a relatively simple solution: support 
and amplify the many grass roots groups already working in that space. These 
relationships need to be built and nurtured.  



And this speaks to the existential public finance risk facing National Parks.   

Sarah Mukherjee, CEO of the Institute of Environmental Management & Assessment 
outlined it clearly: “National Parks shouldn’t be exclusive citadels, they are paid for by the 
taxes of the whole nation. National Park Authorities can’t assume that continued public 
funding is a given. They need to think about the unthinkable: who would campaign for 
them if they were under threat? We need connections with urban areas so that they 
become ambassadors and protectors”.  

One of the single most important constituencies in the National Parks community is of 
course our farmers, many (but not all of whom) are represented by the NFU. Following the 
government’s “mini budget” and apparent proposed backtracking of ELMS, the existing 
national debate around nature recovery, carbon reduction and food security was 
reignited. At the centre of this is a well known tension between conventional farming and 
more future facing regenerative methods. NFU President Minette Batters urged the 
conference to not “allow there to be a rift between farming and the environment. We can 
deliver living, breathing landscapes and provide high quality, carbon neutral food ”. But as 
well farmers have to run profitable businesses - and they are under immense pressure.   

So in this glorious cacophony of needs and responsibilities - where is the collective voice 
of the National Parks? How does it address the key challenge laid out by this conference - 
“What does the nation need from National Parks?  

Stanley Johnson urged National Park leaders to speak up, and speak clearly - for the risk of 
losing our hard fought environmental protections are real.   

So what does boosting National Parks’ influence mean in practical terms for National Park 
leaders?   

Veteran environmental campaigner now Chairman of Natural England Tony Juniper used 
the oft quoted phrase “Think Global, act local”, but crucially added the word “compromise”. 
National Parks’ governance constraints clearly make compromise tricky - as for very good 
reason local oversight is baked in. It evidently makes it very hard to prioritise the bigger 
picture and speak with one voice.  

Yet without that singular voice National Parks will continue to punch below their weight in 
the policy space.  

Dan Raven-Ellison, guerrilla geographer and founder of Slow Ways told the conference:  

“National Parks are diverse places with diverse issues, but they all share the same anxieties 
particularly around funding. Protected Landscapes need to be engines of hope and 
possibility to solve these problems. We need ideas, leadership, solutions - and unity”.  

This is some challenge - finding, and then expressing that unity.  

Keme Nzerem, Oct 2022 
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3. SPEAKER QUOTES  
National Parks are some of the UK’s most treasured and valued 
landscapes, initially designated following a period of turmoil as the 
country recovered from the ravages of the Second World War. The 
challenges we face now are different but, in many respects, no less 
challenging. But we are uniquely able to lead and contribute to the 
responses to today’s challenges.  
Di Clements 
Chair, Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority 
and lead Chair of UK National Parks Forum 

Revere shows the art of the possible for National Parks to set bold visions 
and targets and to demonstrate how together we can deliver for nature, 
using private finance and new economic models, working with farmers 
and land managers.  

Emma Davies (Palladium) and Naomi Conway 
(National Parks Partnerships) 

Our review (in England) hasn't YET achieved what it set out. But we will 
and we must. Sports get more money and attention, but UK landscapes 
offer as much, if not more to the nation, but are under resourced to 
deliver.  We don't face a choice between nature and people. We need to 
focus on both and that is the mission of our National Parks. We need a 
bigger vision for our mission.  
Julian Glover OBE  
Journalist and Chair of the recent Landscape Review commissioned by 
the Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA)    

Young people will work hard, learn and make positive changes to 
National Parks, but need help. Sustainable travel is a major barrier to 
engaging young people more in National Parks. We understand this 
takes resources, but we want to be involved in the process, represented 
and included!  

Exmoor Young Rangers, Billy and Logan  

The nation needs National Parks UK that represent the 
nation. There are already a lot of people in under represented groups 
doing great work. National Parks need to build relationships with these 
groups to co- create opportunities for all. Invite us in!  
Soraya Abdel-Hadi  
Founder, All The Elements   
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You're remembered for what you do, not what you don't do. Everyone 
can show kindness to others and nature.  

Holly Purdey, Horner Farm,  
talking about their approach to farming with the land and nature.   

Green spaces are our saviour. The outdoors are our 
tonic. Memories made outside are critical to our wellbeing as a nation. 
Our National Parks are the gateway to the outdoors, and this comes with 
a responsibility. National Parks need to come together to promote the 
outdoors and ensure that the nation’s love of outdoor pursuits is 
protected.  
Nick Giles 
Managing Director, Ordnance Survey Consumer  

All who care for our Protected Landscapes must call on the Government 
to restate their commitment to the statutory purposes of National Parks 
and nature protection system, refrain from environmentally damaging 
policies and activities in National Parks and ensure that key 
environmental legislation concerning or affecting National Parks and 
protected areas is not weakened.  

Stanley Johnson 
Environmentalist and writer 

Our commitment to total service places great importance on 
environmental and social governance.  We're investing in nature based 
solutions & wish the UK National Parks a very bright future.  
Natasha Ward  
Chief Operating Officer, Dextra Group (Conference Sponsor)  

National Parks are one of humanity’s best ideas and need to meet with 
the nation’s populations. The majority of people are not where we are, 
and National Parks need to engage with urban areas.  SlowWaysUK is a 
great opportunity in a practical way to link National Parks and urban 
areas... National Parks need strength, power, energy and leadership. 
But they are not resourced to support the need of the nation for these 
vital spaces. They are engine rooms of hope to address nature and 
climate emergencies but are unable to deliver effectively given a 
backdrop of cuts.  

Dan Raven-Ellison  
Guerrilla Geographer and Slow Ways Founder  
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National Parks need to step up the pace of change in managing 
landscapes, particularly large scale nature recovery and climate mitigation. 
Find a way for every child to have a night under the stars and connect with 
nature so that everyone knows, loves and understands these beautiful 
places... We need to raise eyes above the horizon to meet huge challenges, 
to collaborate, link up and find a collective voice.  My challenge to UK 
National Parks is to think strategically to deliver and operate.  
Sarah Mukherjee, MBE 
Chief Executive IMEA  

 

We have to talk about both food and the environment and deliver on 
both. National Parks need farmers to deliver land management. Farming 
has to be profitable to manage these precious landscapes. National 
Parks must not be museums to the past but doors to the future.  

Minette Batters  
President of the National Farmers Union  

 

The nation needs leadership from our National Parks. Big issues are 
becoming real - climate, nature, health and economic emergencies. How 
do National Parks deliver all the nation needs? By avoiding polarisation 
and integrating landscape management. Economy vs Environment is a 
fake choice, a sustainable economy needs restored nature and climate 
resilience. By working together and building partnerships, National Parks 
can use new tools to address these challenges.  
Dr. Tony Juniper  
Environmentalist and Chair of Natural England.  

 

What National Parks do, matters. And we have to do more, we have to 
work together, with the right resources to do more for people, 
landscape and nature.  

Sarah Bryan  
Chief Executive, Exmoor National Park Authority 
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4. STUDY TOUR SUMMARY 
1. Managing change  
The challenges of managing change are common across all National Parks. The tour learnt 
about examples of managing change in river restoration with the introduction of beavers - 
nature’s engineers, and how letting nature take its course can create wonderful new 
saltmarsh habitats. Change brings challenges and opportunities. Local estates are working 
with communities to respond, such as Porlock Manor Estate. Porlock Oysters is one 
example of a new enterprise working from the Estate. National Parks need to be leaders, 
work with communities, and avoid being a block on change.
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Our study tours were kindly sponsored by: 
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2. Exmoor’s Hidden Coast  
Exmoor’s hidden coast is epic, e-bikes make them accessible, and having fun refreshes 
your mind and body. National Parks need diversity of thought and to appreciate the 
different ways people choose to engage with these landscapes. Participants had the 
opportunity to hear about coastal conservation in partnership with the National Trust.

Our study tours were kindly sponsored by: 
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3. Transformations ‒ stories from the heart of Exmoor 
This tour showcased the local community coming together and being part of restoring 
nature and heritage at White Rocks in Ashcombe. It highlighted collaboration with young 
businesses during a visit to Simonsbath Sawmill and celebrated engagement with young 
people and how outdoor learning builds connections with people and place at Pinkery 
Outdoor Centre. 

Our study tours were kindly sponsored by: 
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4. Chain reaction  
National Parks need to take radical action for nature recovery and climate, demonstrate 
what can be achieved, and act as test beds. There has to be flexibility in Environmental 
Land Management Schemes to enable change. This tour walked part of the Two Moors 
Way and saw the Exmoor Mires Project first hand as well as a visit to Kipscombe Farm.

Our study tours were kindly sponsored by: 
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5. Signs, stars and saplings  
The tour witnessed the virtuous cycle of sustainable woodland management, from 
establishing a tree nursery to growing saplings for planting at a new woodland, right 
through to harvesting and using timber for signposts and countryside furniture. Even 
‘rewilding’ needs management! Participants also heard about the Authority’s work as 
Europe’s first International Dark Sky Reserve. Places visited included the National Park 
Authority’s Field Services Depot and Tree Nursery, the Exford Dark Skies Hub and Bye Hill.

Our study tours were kindly sponsored by: 
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6. Living Landscapes 
National Parks have to support the social and economic backdrop of communities, and 
the next generation, particularly the provision of affordable housing. It is vital to work 
alongside communities in positive partnerships to shape future land management, 
Farming in Protected Landscapes provides a good model for this. The tour visited the 
Holnicott Estate, met with Exmoor Young Voices and local housing groups as well as a visit 
to Cutcombe livestock market to meet with local farmers.

Our study tours were kindly sponsored by: 
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7. People, Place and Prosperity  
This tour visited Lynton and Lynmouth, The Valley of Rocks and Parracombe. Participants 
witnessed how important it can be for National Parks to engage proactively with businesses 
and how simple actions that everyone can take can make a difference. Tourism partners are 
working together to manage tourism sustainably. Plastic Free Exmoor works with local 
partners and schools to encourage individuals to do their bit. Local communities are 
supporting the provision of facilities such as a local shop, affordable housing and village hall.

Our study tours were kindly sponsored by: 
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8. Managing honeypots, ponies and moorland   
This multi-faceted tour visited Tarr Steps, one of Exmoor’s most visited sites, the Moorland 
Mousie Trust and the Molland Estate. The passion for Exmoor shone through from the 
people who manage these special places and the challenges they face. Science, new 
technologies and innovation are being used to find solutions. It also highlighted the need 
to respect and reflect cultural differences between National Parks, and between local 
communities and visitors. 

Our study tours were kindly sponsored by: 
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9. Innovation on Exmoor  
We visited Singer Instruments, a hi-tech business operating in the Park, Wood Advent 
Farm developing new approaches to land management and experienced a part of the 
South West Coast Path. The tour demonstrated how businesses of all types exist in 
National Parks, rooted in their local communities and utilising Exmoor’s natural capital. It 
showcased innovation in business and how National Parks can support rural enterprises in 
living lightly in the landscape. 

Our study tours were kindly sponsored by: 
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5. KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM DELEGATES  
In the evaluation, attendees were asked what they will take away from the conference as 
a key message / idea relevant to their role. The following provides a snapshot of some of 
the responses:  

    l The need not to silo urban from rural - we need both working together for climate 
change and nature recovery  

    l Leadership is about listening to all our stakeholders and taking action locally to 
address global issues  

    l Reach out and welcome in  

    l The need to continue with efforts, to reach and engage greater diversity, and to be 
judiciously 'disruptive' of status quo  

    l Look at what people are actually doing rather than policy  

    l The diversity of those that are involved in decision making needs to improve.  

    l Being bolder, providing leadership, working together to achieve more  

    l Working together - people and place/nature are still important  

    l The importance of a positive and proactive approach to business in the NP working 
in partnership to achieve a shared Vision   

    l The need to work together and have an open mind responsive to fresh ideas  

    l That together we are better.  We share problems and opportunities.  We must stand 
together to shout loudly as to the huge benefits National Parks offer the nation   

    l Work together to sell the good that Nationals Parks can do for the whole nation  

    l The need to work more actively in partnership with others, and with a greater sense 
of ambition and urgency  

    l Diversity and unity 


